**THE SORCERER’S APPRENTICE** by Composer Paul Dukas

Summary: An old sorcerer (magician) leaves his workshop, asking his apprentice to do some chores, one of which is to fetch water in a bucket to fill a big tank. (An apprentice is a student or helper.) The apprentice gets tired of his work and remembers the sorcerer’s spell to magically get the broom do the work! The magic words work and the broom follows the apprentice’s command to fetch the water. Soon the tank is full, but the broom keeps bringing more water! The apprentice cannot remember the words to stop the magic and in his worry and frustration hits the broom which breaks into two pieces. And now both brooms start carrying water! Soon the whole room is flooded with water swirling everywhere. The sorcerer returns, sees what has happened and returns the situation back to normal while scolding the naughty young apprentice.

**DIRECTIONS** - Draw a picture in each box to illustrate the captions listed below.

The Apprentice casts a spell while the Sorcerer is away

The Broomstick comes to life!
The water increases.

Apprentice breaks broomstick and it magically turns into more broomsticks!
The Sorcerer returns to stop the spell.

Everything returns to normal.